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Abstract
In this letter, an entropy operator for the general unitary SU(1, 1) TFD formulation is proposed
and used to lead a bosonic system from zero to finite temperature. Namely, considering the closed
bosonic string as the target system, the entropy operator is used to construct the thermal vacuum.
The behaviour of such a state under the breve conjugation rules is analized and it was shown
that the breve conjugation does not affect the thermal effects. From this thermal vacuum the
thermal energy, the entropy and the free energy of the closed bosonic string are calculated and the
apropriated thermal distribution for the system is found after the free energy minimization.
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When the Thermo Field Dynamics (TFD) was proposed as an alternative finite tempera-
ture quantum field theory [1], an operator called entropy was presented. Such a terminology
comes from the fact that its thermal expectation value is coincident with the general expres-
sion for the entropy defined in quantum statistical mechanics [2]. Besides, it was shown that
the entropy operator can lead a system from zero to finite temperature. Furthermore, it was
identified as the time evolution controller of systems, driving it through unitary inequivalent
states [3]. In this context, the entropy operator was used to study the vacuum structure
of unstable particles [4] and quantum dissipation [5], where in addition, it appears as a
dynamical variable leading to the conjecture that these features reflect the irreversibility of
time evolution characteristic of dissipative motion [5]. Recently a TFD-like entropy operator
was applied to show information loss in a classical system [6], in connection with ’t Hooft
deterministic quantum mechanics [7, 8].
Returning to the thermal context, the entropy operator was recently applied to obtain the
entropy of bosonic strings and the thermal boundary states which is interpreted as D-branes
at finite temperature [9, 10, 11, 12]. In these cases the very form of the operator entropy
was found considering that the finite temperature system is obtained using a generator, G,
satisfying the following property
G1 : G (θ) = G† (θ) , G˜ (θ) = −G (θ) , (1)
meaning that, in a finite volume limit, the transformation is unitary and preserves the
tilde conjugation rules. In fact, this is the generator presented in [1]. However, the TFD
formalism can be generalized in twofold. Both ways use as generator a linear combination
of operators maintaining the nature of the thermal Bogoliubov transformation and form
a SU(1, 1) oscillator representation for bosons and SU(2) for fermions. The differences
between those two generalizations refer to the behaviour of the total generator under tilde
and hermitian conjugations and can be put as follows:
G2 : G (θ) 6= G† (θ) , G˜ (θ) = −G (θ) , (2)
G3 : G (θ) = G† (θ) , G˜ (θ) 6= −G (θ) . (3)
In the first case the tilde conjugation rules are preserved, but the transformation in a finite
volume limit is non-unitary. This construction was largely developed as one can see, for
example, in Ref. [13]. In the second case the transformation is unitary in a finite volume
limit, but the tilde conjugation rules are not preserved.
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The unitary case, G3, was applied to bosonic strings and Dp-branes in Ref. [14] in order
to investigate its statistical properties. In this context, an entropy operator was proposed
considering its reduction to the original case [1] when a suitable choice of the transformation
parameters is performed. As pointed out there, such a TFD generalization seems to present
an ambiguity in the thermal vacuum choice.
In a recent paper [15], the ambiguity related to the thermal vacuum choice was shown
to be just apparent and the general unitary SU(1, 1) TFD formulation was presented. Such
a formulation considers a transformed Tomita-Takesaki modular operator, since it does not
commute with the general generator of the thermal transformation [16]. As a consequence,
the tilde conjugation rules were redefined in the transformed space and named breve conju-
gation rules. The generalized SU(1, 1) thermal vacuum is invariant under breve conjugation.
However, an analysis of the entropy operator in the general unitary SU(1, 1) TFD formu-
lation was not carried out. This analysis is the main point of this letter. As it was said
before the entropy operator can be used to lead the system under study to finite tempera-
ture. This property is explored here as a guidance to establish the appropriate form of the
entropy operator in the general SU(1, 1) TFD formulation.
The target system for our study is the closed bosonic string in the light-cone gauge. To
that end, the thermal vacuum obtained from the entropy operator is requested to reproduce
the statistical average of any quantity Q over an ensemble of one closed string states as
follows [17], [18]:
Z−1(β) ls
∫
dp+
∫
dλ eβp
+
Tr [Qe
− β
p+
H+2piiλP
]
= ls
∫
dp+
∫
dλ
∫
dp eβp
+ 〈
0(β, λ, p+, p) |Q| 0(β, λ, p+, p)〉 ,
(4)
where Z(β) is the one string partition function
Z(β) = ls
∫
dp+
∫
dλ eβp
+
zlc(β/p
+) (5)
and zlc(β/p
+, λ) the transverse light-cone one
zlc(β/p
+, λ) = Tr[e
−
β
p+
H+2piiλP
]. (6)
In the above expressions, ls is the string fundamental length, p
+ is the eigenvalue of the
light-cone momentum operator, H is the light-cone hamiltonian, P is the world-sheet mo-
mentum operator and λ is a Lagrange multiplier. The above expectation value takes into
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account the level matching condition of the closed string Fock space and the thermal vacuum
dependence on the Lagrange multiplier λ comes from the Bogoliubov transformation param-
eters. As pointed out in [18] and shown later on this letter, the explicit λ dependence of
these parameters appears naturally when a free energy-like potential is minimized. Finally,
the integration over p is related with the zero-mode contribution as it will be shown.
The comparison between the thermal vacuum obtained using the entropy operator and
that coming from the general Bogoliubov transformation shows that the thermal states
obtained by these two different procedures differ by a phase factor. In this way, the same
thermal expectation value arises for these thermal states and to that end, both states can
be used to reproduce the statistical average.
Consider the closed bosonic string. After its light-cone gauge quantization, Fourier coef-
ficients αin and β
i
n, with i = 1, ...24, for the left- and right-moving modes respectively, can
be redefined in order to obtain the creation and annihilation operators for each mode n in
the different sectors. Namely,
Ain =
1√
n
αin, A
i†
n =
1√
n
αi−n, (7)
Bin =
1√
n
βin, B
i†
n =
1√
n
βi−n, (8)
for every n > 0. These redefined operators satisfy the oscillator-like canonical commutation
relations and the elements belonging to one sector commute with those of the other. The
fundamental state of the closed bosonic string is defined by
Ain |0〉 = Bin |0〉 = 0, (9)
where |0〉 = |0〉α |0〉β, as usual.
To construct the physical Fock space it is necessary to fix the residual gauge symmetry
generated by the world sheet momentum P . This gauge fixing improves the level matching
condition on a physical state |Φ〉:
P |Φ〉 =
∞∑
n=1
(
nA†n · An − nB†n · Bn
) |Φ〉 = 0, (10)
where the dot represents an Euclidean scalar product in the transverse space.
Once the system is defined, to follow the TFD construction one must now duplicate its
degrees of freedom. In this way the Fock space is now given by Ĥ = H⊗H˜, where the tilde
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denotes a copy of the original physical space. The vacuum of the doubled system is defined
by
Ain |0〉〉 = Bin |0〉〉 = A˜in |0〉〉 = B˜in |0〉〉 = 0 (11)
with |0〉〉 = |0〉〉α |0〉〉β , in such a way that
|0〉〉α = |0〉α ⊗ |˜0〉α =
∣∣0, 0˜〉
α
, (12)
|0〉〉β = |0〉β ⊗ |˜0〉β =
∣∣0, 0˜〉
β
. (13)
The operator algebra of the duplicated system is now given by
[
Ain, A
j†
m
]
=
[
A˜in, A˜
j†
m
]
= δnmδ
ij , (14)[
Bin, B
j†
m
]
=
[
B˜in, B˜
j†
m
]
= δnmδ
ij , (15)
and all the other commutators are zero. Furthermore, according to the TFD formulation
the hamiltonian of the total (duplicated) system is constructed in order to keep untouched
the original dynamics of the closed bosonic string. This operator can be written as
Ĥ = H − H˜, (16)
with
H =
P i · P i
2p+
+
1
p+
∞∑
n=1
n
(
A†n · An +B†n · Bn
)− 2
p+
,
H˜ =
P˜ i · P˜ i
2p+
+
1
p+
∞∑
n=1
n
(
A˜†n · A˜n + B˜†n · B˜n
)
− 2
p+
, (17)
being the original and tilde system’s light-cone hamiltonians, respectively.
The next step in order reach the closed bosonic string at finite temperature is to perform
the thermal Bogoliubov transformation. As it was mentioned, our interest is in a transfor-
mation which the generator satisfies G3 given at (3). For the system described above such
a generator is
G = G +G, (18)
where G stands for the left-moving modes and G for the right-moving modes, and explicitly
for the left-moving modes only, it is given by
G =
∑
n=1
[
γ1nA˜
†
n · A†n − γ2nAn · A˜n + γ3n
(
A†n · An + A˜n · A˜†n
)]
, (19)
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with the γ coefficients given by
γ1n = θ1n − iθ2n , γ2n = −γ∗1n , γ3n = θ3n . (20)
The above θ parameters are functions of the Lagrange multiplier λ, β, p+ and p as it will be
shown in the last part of this letter. Such a dependence was omitted on purpose as it will
be in the following, as well, for the sake of simplicity.
Still considering the left-moving modes, the thermal operators are obtained by the fol-
lowing thermal Bogoliubov transformations Ain(θ)
A˘i†n (θ)
 = e−iG
 Ain
A˜i†n
 eiG = Bn
 Ain
A˜i†n
 , (21)
(
Ai†n (θ) −A˘in(θ)
)
=
(
Ai†n −A˜in
)
B
−1
n , (22)
where the SU(1, 1) matrix transformation is given by
Bn =
 un vn
v∗n u
∗
n
 , unu∗n − vnv∗n = 1, (23)
with elements
un = cosh (iΓn) +
γ3n
Γn
senh (iΓn) , vn =
γ1n
Γn
sinh (iΓn) , (24)
and Γn is defined by the following relation
Γ2n = γ1nγ2n + γ
2
3n . (25)
The expressions (19)-(25) remain the same for the right-moving modes by replacing the A
by B operators and by taking the parameters θ, γ, Γ and the matrix element, with a bar.
Note that in the thermal Bogoliubov transformations given at (21) and (22), the tilde
symbol was replaced by the breve symbol in the transformed operators. Such replacement
realizes the non preservation of the tilde conjugation rules under general unitary thermal
Bogoliubov transformation. The redefinition of such rules was obtained by the thermal
Bogoliubov transformation of the Tomita-Takesaki modular operator, J , as presented in
[15]. Namely,
J(θ) = e−iGJeiG = e−iGe−iG
∗
J = JeiG
∗
eiG. (26)
The new conjugation rules in the transformed space, called breve, can be written as follows:
consider any operator A (θ) in the transformed space. Associated with this operator there is
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a breve counterpart A˘ (θ). The map between both is given by the following breve conjugation
rules
[A (θ)B (θ)]˘ = A˘ (θ) B˘ (θ) , (27)
[c1A (θ) + c2B (θ)]˘ =
[
c∗1A˘ (θ) + c
∗
2B˘ (θ)
]
, (28)[
A† (θ)
]
˘ = A˘† (θ) , (29)[
A˘ (θ)
]
˘ = A (θ) , (30)
with c1, c2 ∈ C. Furthermore, the breve conjugation rules leave invariant the thermal
vacuum obtained from the thermal Bogoliubov transformation with the generator given at
(19):
[|0 (θ)〉
G
]˘ = J(θ) |0 (θ)〉 = (e−iGe−iG∗J) e−iG |0〉〉
G
= e−iG |0〉〉 = |0 (θ)〉
G
. (31)
In this way one has,
[|0 (θ)〉
G
]˘ = |0 (θ)〉
G
, (32)
[G 〈0 (θ)|]˘ = G 〈0 (θ)| . (33)
It is interesting to note the possibility of rewriting the matrix transformation in a more
familiar form. In fact, if the polar decomposition is made: un = |un|eiϕ, v = |vn|eiφ, after
the definitions
fn =
|vn|2
|un|2 , αn =
log( vn
un
)
log(fn)
=
1
2
+ i
(φn − ϕn)
log(fn)
, sn = iϕn =
1
2
log
(
un
u∗n
)
, (34)
the thermal Bogoliubov matrix is written in terms of the parameters sn, αn and fn as follows
Bn =
1√
1− fn
 esn fαnn esn
f 1−αnn e
−sn e−sn
 . (35)
The above matrix has the same formal expression that appears in the non unitary general
formulation as can be viewed in references [19, 20], for example. The similarity between
the two formulations was pointed out at references [21, 22]. It is important to emphasize
now that this similarity is only formal. In the non unitary general formulation the matrix
elements are real, leaving the tilde rules invariant by the thermal transformation. Here, in
the unitary general formulation, these elements are complex as manifested at expressions
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(23) and (34). From the transformation matrix point of view this fact leads to the necessity
of redefining the tilde conjugation rules making the breve conjugation rules arise.
Let’s now propose the general entropy operator for the system under study. It can be
written as
K = K +K (36)
with the non bar and bar operators refering the to left- and right-moving modes, respectively.
For the left-moving modes one has
K = −
∑
n=1
[
A†n · An log
(
γ1nγ2n
Γ2n
sinh2 (iΓn)
)
− An · A†n log
(
1 +
γ1nγ2n
Γ2n
sinh2 (iΓn)
)]
,
(37)
and a similar expression forK replacing the A’s operators by the B’s and considering the bar
over the parameters. The above expression is a direct generalization from that presented in
Ref. [9]. The entropy operator for the left- and right- moving modes can be written in terms
of the Bogoliubov matrix transformation elements in a compact form. For the left-moving
modes it is written as follows
K = −
∑
n=1
[
A†n · An log (fn)− g log
(|un|2)] , (38)
where g = Tr(δij) and with un and fn given in (24) and (34), respectively.
The thermal vacuum is obtained from the entropy operator in a similar way of that
presented in Ref. [1] but with a suitable introduction of the α parameter:
|0 (θ)〉
K
= e−αK−αKe
∑
n=1
[A†n·A˜†n+B†n·B˜†n] |0〉〉 , (39)
with the K and K operators defined at (36) and the doubled vacuum |0〉〉, defined in (11).
The label K in the thermal vacuum means only the way employed to obtain this state. The
α parameter was considered the same for all modes. By using the relations
e−αK |0〉〉 =
∏
n=1
(
1
|un|2
)αg
|0〉〉 , e−αKA†µn eαK = fαnA†µn , (40)
with αn and fn defined by (34) and g = Tr[δ
ij] = 24, the following condensed state expression
for the thermal vacuum is derived:
|0 (θ)〉
K
=
∏
n=1
(
1
|un|2
)αg (
1
|un|2
)αg
ef
α
nA
†µ
n ·A˜
†µ
n +f
α
nB
†µ
n ·B˜
†µ
n |0〉〉 , (41)
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with its dual state given by
K〈0 (θ)| = 〈〈0|
∏
n=1
(
1
|un|2
)(1−αn)g ( 1
|un|2
)(1−αn)g
ef
1−αn
n A
µ
n·A˜
µ
n+f
1−αn
n B
µ
n ·B˜
µ
n , (42)
where αn + α
∗
n = 1 (and an analogous one for α) was used, resulting from α definition at
expression (34).
Once the thermal vacuum is obtained from the general entropy operator, its behaviour
under breve conjugation rules can be studied. At this point it should be noticed that this
thermal vacuum can be written in terms of the one coming from the use of the transformation
generator. In fact, considering
|0 (θ)〉
G
= e−iG |0〉〉 =
∏
n
(
1
un
)g (
1
un
)g
ef
α
nA
†µ
n ·A˜
†µ
n +f
α
B
†µ
n ·B˜
†µ
n |0〉〉 , (43)
where label G sets out that it comes from the general generator, one has, for each mode n
(|0 (θ)〉K)n =
(
eiψ |0 (θ)〉G
)
n
, (44)
where eiψn ≡ uα∗n
u∗n
α . As the thermal vacua differ only by a phase, expectation values using
|0 (θ)〉
K
or |0 (θ)〉
G
will be the same, independent of the choice.
Under breve conjugation rules (27)-(33), it follows that
[
(|0 (θ)〉K)n
]
˘=
(
e−iψ |0 (θ)〉G
)
n
, (45)
since the thermal vacuum given at (43) is invariant under breve conjugation rules as shown
at (31). Also the thermal vacuum is the same, but the phase. Such a phase do not contribute
to any thermal effect once that it arises from expectation values in the thermal vacuum.
It is important to call the attention to the situation where one wants to return to the
TFD original formulation [1]. By choosing α = 1/2 in the expression given at (34), the
Bogoliubov matrix elements turn to be real and the phase ψ vanishes. The thermal states
obtained from the entropy operator and from the transformation generator become exactly
the same.
Let’s now show how the statistical average over an ensemble of one closed string states is
reproduced by taking expectation values on the thermal vacuum above. To take into account
only the physical states defined by (10) it is necessary to improve the level matching condition
over the statistical average. In the TFD approach it can be done by considering the shifted
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hamiltonian [18], [23]:
Hs = H +
2piiλ
β
P (46)
where H , the original hamiltonian, is defined at (17), λ is a Lagrange multiplier and P is
given at (10). The dependence of the thermal vacuum on the Lagrange multiplier comes
from the Bogoliubov transformation parameters. This is achieved defining first the free
energy-like potential
F = E − 1
β
S, (47)
where
E ≡ 〈0 (θ)|Hs |0 (θ)〉
= g
p2
2p+
+ g
∑
n
[
n
(|vn|2 + |vn|2|)+ 2piiλn
β
(|vn|2 − |vn|2|)]− 2
p+
, (48)
is related to the thermal energy of the system, and
S ≡ 〈0 (θ)|K |0 (θ)〉
= −
∑
n=1
[
g|vn|2 log (fn)− g log
(|un|2)+ g|vn|2 log (fn)− g log (|un|2)] (49)
with its entropy. By minimizing the free energy with respect to the parameters, the following
relations are found
|vn|2 = γ1nγ2n
Γ2n
sinh2 (iΓn) =
1
e
n
(
β
p+
+iλ2pi
)
− 1
,
|vn|2 = γ1nγ2n
Γ
2
n
sinh2
(
iΓn
)
=
1
e
n
(
β
p+
−iλ2pi
)
− 1
, (50)
where the bars specify the right-moving modes. The above expressions show the depen-
dence, mentioned before, of the transformation parameter with the Lagrange multiplier λ.
Replacing the results (50) in the expression for the potential (47) one has
F = − g
β
ln
{[
e
−β
p2
2p+ e
g−1
2β
p+
∏
n=1
∣∣∣∣1− e−n( βp++2piiλ)∣∣∣∣−2
]}
. (51)
Note that integrating the logarithm’s argument over p and using g = Tr[δij ] = 24, it results
in
zlc(β/p
+, λ) =
[(√
2pip+
β
)
e
2β
24p+
∏
n=1
∣∣∣∣1− e−n( βp++2piiλ)∣∣∣∣−2
]24
, (52)
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the transverse light-cone closed bosonic string partition function. Inserting zlc(β/p
+) in
expression (5) gives the one string partition function
Z(β) = ls
∫
dp+
∫
dλ eβp
+
[(√
2pip+
β
)
e
2β
24p+
∏
n=1
∣∣∣∣1− e−n( βp++2piiλ)∣∣∣∣−2
]24
. (53)
The expression for the one string partition function above is the same obtained by using
other approaches as can be found, for example, in [24].
Substituting (51) into (4) one finds
F (β) = − ls
β
∫
dp+
∫
dλ eβp
+
ln
[
e
−β
p2
2p+ e
2β
24p+
∏
n=1
∣∣∣∣1− e−n( βp++2piiλ)∣∣∣∣−2
]24
. (54)
as the TFD response to the free energy of the closed bosonic string. To finish, one can
obtain the entropy of the closed bosonic string substituting (50) into (49) and after in (4).
The result can be written as
S = ls
∫
dp+
∫
dλ
∫
dp eβp
+
×
∑
n=1
{[
gn ln
(
1 +
nn
gn
)
+ nn ln
(
gn
nn
+ 1
)]
+
[
gn ln
(
1 +
n¯n
gn
)
+ n¯n ln
(
gn
n¯n
+ 1
)]}
,
(55)
for gn = g = 24, and nn, n¯n, the distributions for left- and right-moving modes given at
(50). The reason we write the entropy in such a way is to show that this expression can be
directly compared with the usual general expression for bosonic systems’ entropy [2], with
gn playing the roˆle of degeneracy.
In this work the entropy operator of TFD was developed in order to construct a unitary
SU(1,1) thermal vacuum. By considering a Bogoliubov transformed Tomita-Takesaki mod-
ular operator, it was shown that the SU(1,1) thermal vacuum is invariant under redefined
tilde conjugation rules. Also, the thermal vacuum constructed using the entropy operator
differs from the one achieved using the SU(1,1) unitary Bogoliubov generator by a phase.
Such a difference is not important when thermodynamical quantities are derived.
The target system studied was the closed bosonic string. It was shown that expectation
values in the thermal vacuum reproduce the usual thermodynamical results, obtained by
evaluating the partition function in the imaginary time formalism. However, the TFD
approach can be used further to give some new results in strings at finite temperature. As
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the partition function for the strings diverges at the Hagedorn temperature [25], the TFD
may be a very important tool to understand the phase beyond the Hagedorn behaviour. In
this case, the thermal Fock space may be useful to identify new string’s degrees of freedom
that can appear at hight temperature. In addiction, one can use the formalism to go out of
equilibrium and study dissipative processes in string cosmology. Here, the entropy operator
will be very important, playing the roˆle of the non-unitary time evolution generator [26].
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